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Preclinical studies inform and guide the development of
novel treatment combination strategies that bridge the
laboratory with the clinic. We aimed to evaluate approaches
cancer researchers used to justify advancing new combina-
tions of molecularly targeted agents and radiation treatment
into early-phase human clinical trials. Unsolicited early phase
clinical trial proposals submitted to the National Cancer
Institute’s Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program between
January 2016 and July 2020 were curated to quantify key
characteristics and proportion of preclinical data provided
by trialists seeking to conduct molecularly targeted agent-
radiation combination studies in cancer patients. These data
elucidate the current landscape for how the rationale for a
molecularly targeted agent-radiation combination therapy is
supported by preclinical research and illustrate unique
challenges faced in translation at the intersection of precision
medicine and radiation oncology. � 2022 by Radiation Research Society

INTRODUCTION

Chemoradiation is a mainstay for treatment across a broad
spectrum of cancers. Decades of empirical clinical experi-
ence have led to conventions for drug-radiation combination
treatments in distinct cancer types (1, 2); however, many of
the factors that govern an effective response at the
individual patient level remain largely unknown. The
radiation oncology field has witnessed a steady line of
improvements in technologies that add both precision and

accuracy to the physical delivery of radiation doses from
external beam sources, notably in the last two decades. The
basis for much of our understanding mechanistically about
radiation-drug combinations from a biological perspective
was built upon research from the latter half of the 20th

century using two-dimensional mono-culture studies that
are now often considered to be relatively antiquated in terms
of representing the heterogeneity and dynamics of human
tumors (3). Ideally the decision to advance new targeted
agent candidates into clinical trials to evaluate the safety and
potential efficacy of interaction with radiotherapy should be
based on sound preclinical and/or clinical data that support
the rationale for the combination (4, 5). In 2016, Stone et al.
examined the quality, reproducibility, and utility of
preclinical testing for radiation-drug combinations and
detailed the need for improvements in the design,
interpretation, and reporting of experiments (6). The current
study was undertaken to survey recent trends in molecularly
targeted agent-radiation combination studies submitted to
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) as potential clinical
trials and assess approaches used to justify human clinical
trial proposals.

METHODS

Unsolicited ‘‘Letter of Intent’’ (LOI) proposals submitted to the
NCI’s Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program (CTEP) in the period
between January 2016 and July 2020 for human clinical trials with a
lead molecularly targeted agent were collected for curation and
analysis (N ¼ 575). To determine the subset of LOI records with a
proposed study design that incorporated a radiation treatment
modality, the following search terms were used: brachytherapy,
chemoradiation, chemoradiotherapy, irradiation, IMRT (intensity
modulated radiotherapy), radiation, reirradiation, radioembolization,
radioimmunotherapy, RPT (radiopharmaceutical therapy), radiosur-
gery, radiotherapy, SBRT (stereotactic body radiotherapy), trimodal-
ity, WBRT (whole brain radiotherapy), and XBRT (external beam
radiotherapy). Seventy-five LOI records (13% of those submitted) met
the search criteria collectively for a radiation treatment and
molecularly targeted agent combination trial proposal, which was
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hand-curated and tabulated for categorical information. In addition to
the combination of a molecularly targeted agent and radiation, 28% of
these LOI proposals included additional standard of care chemother-
apeutic study agents (e.g., capecitabine, cisplatin, doxorubicin, 5-
fluorouracil, gemcitabine, paclitaxel, temozolomide).

RESULTS

Characteristics of clinical trial proposals that met our
criteria for a radiation-molecularly targeted agent combina-
tion study (N¼ 75 of 575 CTEP LOI proposals submitted in
the survey period) are shown in Figure 1. These data show a
range of cancer types were chosen for study, with
gastrointestinal (GI, 32%), brain (17%), and lung (15%)
cancers as the top three primary anatomical sites (Fig. 1A).
The extent of disease in subjects and clinical trial phase was
relatively evenly distributed across study proposals, with
either a Phase I or Phase II design comprising 81% of the
LOIs (Fig. 1B and C).

The lead molecularly targeted agent proposed to be
combined with radiation in the prospective clinical trials
were categorized by the processes they are intended to
target, as shown in Fig. 2A (4). Three-quarters of the
molecularly targeted agent proposed for combination with
radiation target either immunomodulation (45%) or DNA
damage-repair pathways (30%). External beam radiation
was the most common (81%) type of radiation treatment
proposed to be combined with molecular targeted agents in
the prospective clinical trial, with the remainder (19%)
being radiopharmaceutical therapeutics (Fig. 2B). External
beam radiation was also the most common (56%) type of
radiation modality tested in preclinical experiments, while
radiopharmaceutical therapeutics were examined in only 6%
of proposals (Fig. 2C). In 37% of the clinical trials
proposals, there was an absence of radiation tested either
alone or in combination with the molecularly targeted agent
in preclinical experiments (Fig. 2C.), and 19% presented no
preclinical data (Fig. 3A). In the subset of proposals for
which preclinical experiments involving radiation in
combination with a molecularly targeted agent were
performed, 64% used a fractionated radiation treatment

schedule (Fig. 2D). The remainder (36%) examined
responses from exposure to radiation delivered as a single
(non-fractionated) dose, which typically included testing of
one to two radiation dose points ranging between 2 and 12
Gy. For fractionation studies, radiation fraction size ranged
from 0.83 to 10 Gy, with total doses ranged between 2.49
and 20 Gy.

Approaches to preclinical testing used to justify human
radiation-drug combination clinical trials in the LOI
proposals were tabulated. Approximately half of the
proposals exclusively drew upon previously published
preclinical data via citation to support the rationale for a
new clinical trial, whereas only 7% presented solely
unpublished primary preclinical data, while 25% utilized a
mixture of both published and unpublished data (Fig. 3A).
The remainder, approximately one-fifth (19%) of these
proposals, neither cited prior preclinical studies nor
contained new primary experimental data. An analysis of
preclinical models utilized in proposals that tested a drug-
radiation combination showed that the majority (64%) of
experiments were conducted with cell lines, and over-
whelmingly utilized xenograft or syngeneic mouse models
(88%), while testing in patient derived xenograft (PDX)
models or genetically engineered mouse models (GEMM)
was seldomly observed (7% and 4%, respectively; Fig. 3B).
Tumor growth assays (of any type), biomarker, and
clonogenic assays were the most common experimental
approaches (87%, 43% and 36%, respectively; Fig. 3C).
Immunological assays (of any type) in preclinical models
were used in only 11% of the clinical trial proposals.
Discordance between the type of cancer either cited or
modeled in preclinical experiments and the type of cancer
the combination was proposed to treat in the clinical trial
was observed in one-fourth of the proposals (Fig. 3D).

At present, there are no specific minimal data require-
ments for radiation-drug combination clinical trial proposals
submitted to NCI CTEP (4). Thirty-seven percent (N¼28 of
75) of the radiation-molecularly targeted agent combination
trial proposals submitted during the study period were
approved by NCI CTEP. A discernable pattern relating the
characteristics examined (shown in Figs. 1–3) to either

FIG. 1. Characteristics of proposed clinical trials and study eligibility criteria. Panel A: Cancer type. Panel B: Extent of disease. Panel C: Phase
of trial. Data drawn from 75 radiation-molecularly targeted agent combination clinical trial proposals of the 575 total submitted LOIs to NCI
CTEP between January 2016 and July 2020.
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approval or disapproval was not evident, consistent with

numerous factors outside of preclinical data have influence

on this decision. Query of ClinicalTrials.gov indicated

registration of these 28 NCI CTEP approved clinical trial

proposals with 24 of these trials currently either recruiting

or active. None of the approved and registered clinical trials

examined in the study set have reported trial results,

therefore further analysis relating preclinical data to

radiation-drug combination clinical trial outcome or other

measures was not possible.

How the rationale for combining radiation with a

molecularly targeted agent was approached in the curated

LOI proposals was divided into four non-mutually exclusive

scenarios (Fig. 4). Approximately half (51%) of the

proposals extrapolated the rationale from prior clinical data,

in which the proposed trial testing of the treatment

combination was based on a level of activity observed with

radiation and/or the specific molecular targeted agent in

human subjects having another type(s) of cancer. Slightly

less than half (45%) of trial proposals deduced that clinical

activity of either radiation or the specific agent as a

monotherapy in a cancer type supported advancing testing

of the combination in subjects with that same cancer type.

Far less common (13%) was to build the rationale for

combining a new molecularly targeted agent with radiation

from prior preclinical and/or clinical data demonstrating

activity with a drug or drugs with a similar mechanism of

action. Very rarely (4%) the rationale for the proposed

FIG. 2. Characteristics of the lead molecularly targeted agent and radiation therapy (RT) tested in preclinical and proposed clinical studies.
Panel A: Category of the lead molecularly targeted agent tested in combination with radiation. Panel B: Type of radiation proposed for the clinical
trials (RPT: radiopharmaceutical therapy; XRT: external beam radiation therapy). Panel C: Type of radiation tested in preclinical studies. Panel D:
Treatment schedule, faction size, and total dose of radiation tested in preclinical studies (Insert: proportion of single vs fractionated dose tested).
Categories in panel A are derived from Takebe et al. (4).
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clinical trial was based on preclinical screening studies (e.g.,

high-throughput cancer cell line screening or testing a panel

of patient-derived models) of specific drug-radiation

combinations.

DISCUSSION

Most cancer patients receive radiation therapies during

their treatment (7), which in recent years increasingly

involves advanced imaging and treatment planning systems

designed to deliver radiation doses in a precisely defined

target volume of tissue where cancer cells reside. Radiation

combined with systemic neoadjuvant and adjuvant therapies

is typically administered to address distant recurrence from

microscopic disease that may be disseminated outside the

radiation treatment field. The advent of molecular profiling

technologies designed to define genomic aberrations has led

to an effort to identify and target alterations specific to an

individual patient’s tumors with drugs (8). We sought to

examine the state of preclinical research that underpins the

rationale to advance strategies that aim to combine

molecularly targeted agents with radiation treatment into

clinical oncology practice through analysis of clinical trial

proposals (LOIs) submitted to NCI’s Cancer Therapy

Evaluation Program within the last five years.

The LOI proposals examined were exclusively early

phase (e.g., I, I/II, II; Fig. 1D) experimental therapeutic

clinical trials. Proposals that sought to combine radiation

with a molecularly targeted agent comprised only 13% of

those submitted (N ¼ 575) over this period (2016– 2020),

suggesting that trends continue for limited drug develop-

ment in the context of radiation oncology (9). Given the

preponderance of research pointing to DNA as a main target

for the biological effects of radiation treatment (10, 11), it

was not unexpected that 30% of clinical trial proposals in

the set sought to examine the combination of radiation with

FIG. 3. Approaches to preclinical studies in the LOI proposals. Panel A: Publication status of preclinical data shown. Published: cites
previously published work; unpublished: contains primary experimental data; both; none. Panel B: Preclinical model types. Panel C: Type of
preclinical assays. Panel D: Proportion of the type of cancer tested in preclinical models matching the type of the cancer proposed in the LOI.
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a molecularly targeted agent that inhibits or alters DNA
replication and repair (Fig. 2A). Curation of the LOI set as a
whole, however, revealed that interest in proposing
radiation-immunomodulatory agent trial combinations near-
ly eclipsed all other categories combined (45%, Fig. 2A),
consistent with the principle of connecting radiation-elicited
DNA damage signaling with agents that promote tumor cell
eradication by the immune system (12). It was noteworthy
that despite the dominance of immunomodulators in
radiation-molecularly targeted agent combination trial
designs, preclinical assessments of immune response
endpoints were included in only 11% of trial proposal
submissions (Fig. 3C). Testing cancer cell autonomous
responses as mono-cultures in vitro was frequently
performed (64%; Fig. 3B); however, clonogenic assay data,
a ‘‘gold standard’’ in radiobiology to quantify replicative

cell death (13), was provided in only one-third of the
radiation-molecular targeted agent combination proposals
(Fig. 3C).

For any combination experiment matrix, pragmatic
choices tied to expense are often made that limit
permutations in dose and timing. Radiation from external
beam sources differs from molecularly targeted agents in
how physical dose is delivered, which can be clinically
scheduled with different dose and fractionation schemes
into precise volumes, thereby providing flexibility in
radiotherapy suited to various treatment needs (14).
Conventional radiotherapy fractionation schemes seek to
balance tumor control while minimizing normal tissue
injuries based on the 4 Rs’ axiom: repair of DNA, cell cycle
redistribution, repopulation, and reoxygenation; which
partly encompasses radiobiological complexity (15). Figure

FIG. 4. Four most common non-mutually exclusive categories (1–4) on how preclinical studies were used as rationale for the proposed clinical
trial. Panel A: Clinical trial rationale categories. Panel B: Description of each clinical trial rationale category.
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2D illustrates the range of preclinical radiation approaches
tested with molecular targeted agents in the LOI proposals,
as either single doses or fractionated. The dose and
fractionation schedule tested in preclinical experiments
was not correlated (r2 ¼ 0.285, data not shown) with that
proposed for human trials. Equivalence in scaling irradia-
tion fraction size and total dose in the volume of mouse
xenografts to human tumors can pose technological
challenges. The use of dosimetry standards and quality
assurance to ensure that the experimental radiation dose was
equivalent to those being administered clinically was
typically absent.

Taken together, these observations highlight challenges in
designing preclinical combinatorial experiments with radi-
ation that scale to clinical practice. Methodologies used to
model scheduling and dosing of radiation and drugs are
typically treated independently, and frameworks developed
to test their interaction as combinations are rarely used (16,
17). Radiation-drug combination testing adds complexities
beyond drug-drug combination experiments (18), among
which are inherent to fundamental modality differences in
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic profiles, an incomplete
mechanistic understanding of molecular pathways affected
by interactions over time, differential impact of the physical
microenvironment [e.g., hypoxia (19, 20)], and shortcom-
ings in biostatistical models that can computationally
describe combinatorial responses in terms that predict
desired clinical outcomes (21–23).

NCI’s Molecular Analysis for Therapy Choice (MATCH)
program exemplifies the precision medicine model where
preclinical in vivo evidence from cell line xenografts and
PDX are used to build the rationale for combination
therapies targeted to patients identified through genomic
sequencing and other biomarker tests (24). From the
radiation-molecularly targeted agent trial proposals exam-
ined, it was common to describe growth inhibition
responses to treatment combinations with both standard
cell lines in vitro and as mouse xenograft models, whereas
very few conducted tests using either patient-derived
models (e.g., organoids, PDX) or GEMMs (7% or 4%,
respectively; Fig. 3B). A surprising finding was that nearly
40% of submissions proposing to conduct an early phase
clinical trial in humans for a radiation-molecular targeted
agent combination wholly lacked preclinical data that
included testing with radiation (Fig. 2C).

Several explanations may underlie the frequent omission
of radiation in experimental work as the premise for
combination trials with human subjects are being devel-
oped. Necessary specialized equipment, expertise, and
licensure in the domain of radiobiologist and radiation
oncologists may present a barrier to drug development
laboratories for collaboration. Clinical experience with the
radiation component as the standard of care may often be
considered sufficient relative to investigating characteristics
of the new molecular targeted agent in preclinical
experiments, albeit as a monotherapy (25). It was evident

from our analysis that extrapolation from either activity or a
tolerable margin of safety from prior clinical data for the
treatment combination (or similar combination) in other
cancer types and/or in different anatomical locations was
often proposed as a reasonable justification by trialists to
forego specifically testing radiation in combinatorial
preclinical experimental models (Fig. 4). This logic
minimizes both organ-specific toxicities associated with
radiation (26) and identification of potential tolerability
issues from the radiation-drug combination prior to phase I
testing in human subjects.

The frequent absence of preclinical testing (Fig. 3A) and
discordance between the type of cancer either cited or
modeled in preclinical experiments and that afflicting
patients in the proposed clinical trial (Fig. 3D), suggests
precision medicine principles are not consistently applied
to radiation-molecularly targeted agent combination ap-
proaches (23, 26–29). These data contrast with a broader
adoption in medical oncology to incorporate genomic-
radiomic features, biomarkers, or tumor functional profil-
ing in drug-drug combination workflows, such as those
incorporated into the NCI MATCH program (24). Rarely
(4%; Fig. 4A) in the examined proposal set was a stepwise
‘‘bottom-up’’ approach used to initially screen to identify
potentially clinically actionable radiation-molecular tar-
geted agent combinations followed by validation using in
vivo preclinical models (27, 30). Significant investment
has been made in cancer systems biology approaches for
screening interactions, target identification, and predicting
combinatorial responses (31, 32), which has potential to
inform synthetic combination strategies for moving
radiation-molecularly targeted agent combinations from
discovery into preclinical testing and early-stage clinical
trials (33-35). To address momentum for investigators
poised at this intersection, the NCI has recently established
the Precision Approaches in Radiation Synthetic Combi-
nations [PAIRS, PAR-22-198, -199; (36)] program to
foster development and adoption of radiation-treatment-
based synthetic combination strategies into precision
medicine approaches. Our survey of unsolicited early
phase cancer trial proposals submitted to the NCI CTEP
for using molecularly targeted agents with radiation
suggests minimum standards for preclinical modeling are
needed to advance these combinations toward clinical
benefit for patients with cancer, consistent with recent
guidance (25, 30).
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